
CONVERTIBLE TABLE THROWS
Table throws are perfect for school functions. The Convertible table 
throw fits both 6' and 8' tables. It's constructed of polyester poplin, 
so it's machine-washable and wrinkle-resistant.

10' TENTS & OUTDOOR EVENT COOLER
Tents elevate your message above the crowd with crisp, taut 
canopies that are visible from a distance. Artwork is dye sublimated 
or imprinted on the canopy in bold, vibrant colors. The Outdoor 
Event Cooler lets you keep beverages cool while promoting your 
brand or event. 

DRIVE UP SALES
WITH ADVERTISING & EVENT BRANDING
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BANNERS
Make an announcement that gets you noticed. Full-color banners 
are available single- or double-sided and come in both indoor and 
outdoor options. Choose from a variety of sizes, material options, 
and finishing styles to create a banner perfect for any environment.

BAG TOSS & SPIN 'N WIN PRIZE WHEEL
Draw a crowd with games and prize giveaways. The Spin 'N Win 
Prize Wheel and Bag Toss provide entertainment for your guests, 
and they can be customized with your logo or artwork. These games 
are a big hit at festivals and sales events!

SIGNICADE DELUXE A-FRAMES
The Signicade Deluxe is perfect for outdoor use. Its durable plastic 
frame stands up to weather without rust or maintenance. When it's 
not in use, simply fold it flat; it takes up very little space in storage. 
Signboards slide in and out with ease, and an imprinted chalkboard 
insert is also available.

ECONOMY PLUS RETRACTORS
The popular Economy Plus Retractor is versatile and easy to set up. 
It is lightweight and portable, so you can leave it up long-term or 
transport it to various events.

SAIL SIGNS & MINI SAIL SIGNS
Sail signs are designed to move in the wind, making them truly hard 
to miss. They are available in multiple shapes and sizes. Mini sail 
signs are smaller and can be used in myriad creative ways, from 
vehicle magnets (when vehicle is not in motion), window clip, suction 
cup to a standard clip base.

EUROFIT WALL DISPLAYS
EuroFit displays are a stylish way to promote your brand. Sizes 
range between 2' and 30' wide, and 54" and 90" tall. A lightweight 
aluminum frame with push-button connectors makes setup and 
teardown easy. A double-sided, full-color, fabric graphic cover fits 
snugly around the frame like a pillowcase.
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